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browser. Thread starter youknowmongo Start date Sep 15, Joined Jun 24, Messages 6. I have a
hp mercruiser in a galaxy Admiral. When it does catch, the engine shakes and rattles until it
dies. When of does catch and start near the end of the battery, it shakes and rattles less.
Occstionaly it will stall about 5 minutes of running and need to be restarted, and its the same
process with near killing the battery it will run just fine until it sits for a few minutes. I've
recently added seafoam to the fuel, after the problem started. And ran it through the carb. I
noticed that during its usual shake and rattle bit that the smoothed out a lot quicker then usual.
Boat was out of the water same as in I've changed spark plugs, checked fluids. Checked fitting
There is not a water separator on the fuel line I'm currently working on installing I use chevron
89 octane gas, not a quick stop special I'm about ready to throw in the towel, and take it to a
shop, but I'm cheap, and would rather learn how to fix the problem my self. The battery is brand
new, not a month old. I'm curious weather it may be the carb, started, coil, distributed, water I'm
the fuel, or if theres something I'm missing. Its a great boat, fun on the water, we'll taken care of
bought it off craigslist from a retired coast guard Joined May 19, Messages 24, Re: mercruiser 3.
Its having a problem starting, I'm about ready to throw in the towel, and take it to a shop, but I'm
cheap , and would rather learn how to fix the problem my self. Last edited: Sep 16, Joined Mar
19, Messages 3, I'm betting the points need some attention. Joined Aug 20, Messages You said
this happened after you changed the spark plugs -- sounds to me like you got the firing order
wrong -- check to make sure your firing order is correct. Also bring the front forward, 1 piston
all the way up at the top of it's stroke, on its compression stroke, and make sure the rotor in the
dirtributor is pointing at the 1 spark plug terminal.. If not, then you probably changed either the
firing order or you used a different terminal for 1 on your new distributor cap than you had been
using on the old one.. Easy way to prove the second scenario is hook up a timing light and see
how far off your timing is.. Hope this helps! Joined Jul 18, Messages I had the same problem on
my merc 3. After throwing money at the fuel system I finally fixed the problem with a new set of
points and a new Ended up being the condenser, never had one go bad Sorry for the delay. You
are right, it is a 3. I didn't get a chance to grab the serial numbers, but I did have a chance to pull
the Distributer cap, and was surprised it had a little bit as far as signs of wear and was pretty
clean. I'm not sure if it was replaced before I bought it, or if it had been clean not to long before I
bought it. I did, however notice the wires for the spark plugs were on the loose side Speaking of
spark plugs when I replaced them, I did them one at a time then pit the boot back on and moved
to the next one just because I can see my self swapping the wires. Had 1 other person suggest
the points, I'm thinking wires may need to be replaced. And I'm going to Google the condenser.
Hopefully when the rain passes, or shows up at all I may have a chance to give everything else a
look. Thanks for the input all. Anymore, is still greatly appreciated. Like I suggested, start with
the basics. If this is a new boat to you, you need to get to a 'baseline' of maintenance and to
know the condition of your engine. Do the compression test, and write down the numbers. This
will be your reference for the future. Then do a FULL tune. So, NEW, plugs, points, rotor,
condenser, cap, wires if they need it. ALL the filters, and new engine oil. I would strongly
recommend you pull the heat exchanger out and have a radiator shop clean it out. Then move to
the drive, and do a full service on that too, especially the impeller with the 3. While you have the
drive off, check your engine alignment, and grease the gimbal bearing and the unis and all the
other grease points on the gimbal housing Check the condition of the uni bellows and the shift
bellows, and make sure the upper shift-shaft seal is the new style You do have one option and I
would most certainly do this , instead of new points and condenser, put an electronic option in,
like an Ignitor II, and Pertronix II coil Last edited: Sep 20, You must log in or register to reply
here. According to Mercury Marine, the engine is a good fit for runabouts up to 19 feet, pontoon
boats and fishing boats. The engine has a two-barrel carburetor. The Mercruiser 3. The engine
has a amp alternator driven by a serpentine belt. Seawater cooled, it has a single-point drain
system to evacuate cooling water from both the sterndrive and the engine for storage. The
exhaust system is cast iron with a dry-joint elbow to prevent water backflow through the engine.
The engine monitoring system has six functions, including a knock control warning, a low drive
lubricant warning and a low voltage warning. The EMS also notifies the operator when oil
pressure or the water pressure in the seawater cooling system is inadequate. Will Charpentier is
a writer who specializes in boating and maritime subjects. A retired ship captain, Charpentier
holds a doctorate in applied ocean science and engineering. He is also a certified marine

technician and the author of a popular text on writing local history. Related What Is the Weight
of a Mercruiser 5. Related Polaris Engine Specs. Specifications The engine has a two-barrel
carburetor. Writer Bio Will Charpentier is a writer who specializes in boating and maritime
subjects. Download Link. Mercury Mercruiser 31 Service Manual 5. Mercury Mercruiser 4.
Mercury MerCruiser Bravo Three 7. Mercury MerCruiser diesel 2. Mercury MerCruiser offers a
range of gasoline engines with both angled tilt speakers Sterndrives and reverse gearboxes
Inboards with high performance from to hp. All carburetor engines for convenience are
equipped with an exclusive launch system TKS. You do not need any suction, no swap, no
pre-fill fuel. Just turn the key in the ignition and the engine is running. Engines with multipoint
fuel injection are equipped with SmartCraft measurement and control system, which provides
control of engine operating conditions and onboard equipment of the vessel. Diesel engines
can also be used with turntables Sterndrives , as well as in the tails Inboards. The company
produces the widest range of tilt-and-turn speakers in the industry, with models designed for all
kinds of boats, from sports to pleasure and racing. Whether it is the Alpha and Bravo robust
speakers with smooth, noiseless gear shifting, the long-life Bravo X speakers are all designed
and manufactured in the process of tireless and responsible work to ensure high performance
and long-term engine life. Using advanced technologies that exceed all expectations for
reliability and performance, Mercury MerCruiser stationary engines have every chance in the
future to maintain leadership in the field of propulsion systems for water equipment. Kim saffari
Tuesday, 23 February I need a service manual for a sea ray express bridge, engines are mercury
cruiser 7. Transmission is merc hurts HSW V, serial numbers and OnlineFamily protonmail.
There's an old manual in the boat, badly mold-damaged. Greg McDonald Saturday, 26 December
Is there an earlier version manual or does the manual 26 cover this earlier version that I have?
Thomas Johnston Wednesday, 18 November Hi can you please send me information on my Old
Mercury red band out board that is still running good Sn I need a work shop manual for this
motor. My email is ivbinfshn gmail. If there is a cost let me know where and how to pay and who
to get the motor information. Thank you Thomas. Alexandr Wednesday, 11 November Hello, I
need a service manual for Mercury Verado f Mail address: Cob gmail. Eric Mitran Monday, 26
October I have a 5. Thanks Eric. Hi please send me the manual for a 6. Jesus Monday, 24 August
Bruce Hanley Sunday, 23 August Hi, I'm looking for a manual for inboard Mercruiser 7. Thanks
in advance. Mary Gonzalez Sunday, 16 August Bossert Wednesday, 08 July Hello, I am looking
for a Mercury Outboard 90HP 2 stroke repair and service manual with a complete parts list.
Could you help me? Cannon Thursday, 02 July Pete Saturday, 13 June Meg Tucker Monday, 08
June Brenden Lohmeier Monday, 01 June John Clayburn Saturday, 09 May Can anyone help?
Angel Santiago Saturday, 09 May Am looking for pdf download manual for mercury century 7.
Thank you in advance. Vince Sunday, 03 May Ricardo Nogara ostrinsky Saturday, 02 May Hola
necesito el manual mercruiser 7. Daniel Sunday, 29 March I am looking for the workshop
manual for the mercuiser 4. I am also looking for the manual for the Bravo III. Can someone help
me with this? Gerardo Chiiodetti Monday, 09 March Need a Service manual with the part
numbers for a , 7. Roy Seaton Thursday, 02 January I have a 3ltr petrol mercruiser onboard
engine that has what seems to be a coolant core plug blown out behind the non metal timing
gear. I replaced the front cover but realised that the hole might be on the cooling side not oil.
Can you please advise if I'm right. Regards RS. Julian Dombi Tuesday, 31 December JR Sunday,
01 September I am looking for the manual for my transmission for the merctrans 2. Do you have
a downloadable one? Nick Saturday, 03 August Johan Thursday, 25 July Stephanie Johnson
Wednesday, 24 July I am in desperate need of service manual for Mercury Mariner 90hp 4 stroke
serial 0t model elpt. Huy Monday, 01 July Heinrich Holgaard Friday, 21 June Torbjorn Sunday,
12 May Liana Wednesday, 13 March Finally I found a service manual for mercruiser 5. Motors
Boats. MerCruiser Service Manual. MerCruiser Bobtail 6. Full list of Mercury Mercruiser engines
covered in this manual is below:. Comments: Connect to Facebook. Use quick search! Contact
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browser. Mercruiser 3. Thread starter cosmos Start date Sep 15, Joined Sep 13, Messages 3. I'm
having a time finding a 90 Ah rating in a size 24 battery. Is the 90 Ah rating critical? West Marine
has a battery on sale Would that be sufficient? Robertpel9 Petty Officer 1st Class. Joined Apr
20, Messages Re: Mercruiser 3. Thanks for that good info. Just checked out that battery on their
website. Is their any advantage going with a maintenance-free battery as opposed to one with
those removable caps? Thanks again. Robertpel Thanks for the helpful advice. I went to Auto

Zone today and bought the battery you recommended. You must log in or register to reply here.
Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest
activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search
resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Point Gap Specs for 3. Thread starter backacres Start date May 17, Joined May 16,
Messages Hi All! I am a newcomer and found lots of valuable information on this site! I have a
Merc. From the Mercruiser service manual 10 Delco Distributor they list the point gap at 0.
However, I was reading some old posts where they mention Merc. It appears as if this is for a
Prestolite Distributor replacement for Delco's?? Are these specs a function of the distributor
type? If so, how do I know which distributor I have? I am the new owner of the used boat, so I
don't have much history on the engine. Thanks in advance!!! Joined Apr 30, Messages Re: Point
Gap Specs for 3. I was told this by a local mechanic but you will get more input. Big-E Petty
Officer 2nd Class. Joined May 2, Messages Seems to run pretty good there, havn't heard of
anything to give her less gap but im sure you can exp. Don S Honorary Moderator Emeritus.
Joined Aug 31, Messages 62, Got her finished last night and will take it on the "maiden" voyage
this weekend. I appreciate the help. You must log in or register to reply here. Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media New
media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members
Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts.
Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
Dravven Start date Jul 21, Status Not open for further replies. Dravven Cadet. Joined Jul 21,
Messages I have a mercruiser 3. The last two times I have taken the boat out, it starts up initially
and runs fine. After cruising for min, I shut the engine down. The first time, I sat for 20 minutes
with the engine off. When I went to restart, it would not start. I pulled the wire off the coil and
had a very, very weak spark. I pulled the Dis cap off and the rotor was beat. Repalced both cap
and rotor the next day. I started it up with muffs on, and I thought the problem was solved. Fast
forward to today. Took the boat out and the very same problem happened. I was by myself so I
could not check for spark. But when I got home I pulled the plugs out and they were wet,
indicating a no spark issus again. I think maybe the ignition module may be bad, does anyone
have any testing procedures for this? Any help would be appreciated. Re: Mercruiser 3. Thank
you in advance to anyone who can offer assitance. Joined Jun 25, Messages Nobody has any
help for me at all? I guess I will see if that works. Is it safe to run the boat with muffs on for
extended periods of time? I would keep RPM in the range Picked up the coil tonight but did not
install it. I don't like just throwing parts at things Anyway, ran the boat with muffs in hope of
reaching the same conditions as the no spark yesterday. Unfortunately, I can not get the boat to
temp, running at rpms. So of course the boat stops and starts fine. I tested the coil and it tests
out fine cold. I did notice that the gray lead for the tach was in pretty poor shape. Someone had
used a wire nut to splice the wire and it was filled with rust. I have heard that possibly a bad
tach lead could cause a hot no spark condition. Can anyone confirm this? I understand that
people have other lives than this forum, but thank you to anyone who can offer assitance. The
next plan is to pack my paddles and head for the lake tomorrow. Hopefully I can figure this out
once I get the engine hot. Joined Sep 6, Messages You may be getting a voltage drop as
resistence builds do to bad connection. There is good chance it's coil as stated above. I carry
an extra in my boat. Maybe take a volt meter and test light out with you to diagnose it, that was
the only way I fixed my problem once. I assume EST is electronic conversion, If so they have
been none to fail. Good luck! Joined May 18, Messages 3, Best list I ever saw. Unfortunately, my
problem lies in the ignition system. The engine always cranks over, hot, cold, whenever. Thanks
anyway. Joined Apr 8, Messages Rat Capri Petty Officer 3rd Class. Joined Mar 10, Messages
Good cables and connections at the battery? Clean, and shiny? Good connections at the
starter, clean and shiny? Disconnect the battery when you do the connections at the starter.
Follow the neg cable to the ground connection at the motor or bell housing, remove and clean
shiny and re-install. Now see if it still don't start hot? If it doesn't, pull the main plug, it clean in
there? Still don't start hot? Run a jumper wire from the battery to the coil, it start hot? It got to
start with a jumper wire, then it's the solenoid. Get back to us after you do the above and let us
know what happened. Don S Honorary Moderator Emeritus. Joined Aug 31, Messages 62,
Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest
activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search

resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Best oil for a Mercruiser 3. Thread starter Condor Start date Jun 11, Condor Petty
Officer 2nd Class. Joined Jun 9, Messages I have a Mercruiser 3. You can't just use regular
Mobil 1, can you? I suppose the heavier duty Fram oil filters is out of the question too? Don't
worry, I did some research. Best to stick with Mercuiser full synthetic 20w, and the merc filters.
Joined Apr 29, Messages I don't see why you can't use compatible auto oil filters? Joined May
19, Messages 24, It's a car engine, but is subject to sustained higher loads. As long as you stick
to the suggested viscosity, you can use any oil you like. As for filters, again, as long as it meets
spec, any brand you prefer Starcraft Lieutenant Commander. Joined Jun 2, Messages 1, Corn
oil, Orville Redonbacher popcorn too.. I bought 4 stroke Quicksilver Joined Apr 19, Messages
Mercruiser oil is flipping expensive. It doesn't seem justified. Since it's an old engine from ,
would it prudent to go with Mobil 1 10w High Mileage oil? Doesn't the high mileage oil help with
leaks and has extra clenasers? Condor said:. Joined Aug 30, Messages H20Rat Vice Admiral.
Joined Mar 8, Messages 5, The benefit of using Mobil 1 oil or similar oil in car engines is either:
1. Very high engine temps due to turbo or modifications. Long oil change intervals like up to 15,
miles. I don't think it applies to your boat, but I could be wrong. SDSeville Lieutenant. Joined
Mar 19, Messages 1, Isn't there some risk of causing leaks going from dino oil to synthetic in an
older engine? Last edited: Jun 13, Believe it or not, the studies show that any small leaks that
occur, are usually temprorary, until they can swell back up when saturated with the new oil. This
is something I am a little concerned with. However, if the leaks are initially not that bad, I will let
it go until the system gets run in with the new oil, and see where it goes from there. Just to let
everyone know, I decided to try the Mobil 1 15w, as I have noted through internet searches, a lot
of guys use it with success. Joined Mar 5, Messages 29, SDSeville said:. Joined Dec 8,
Messages 10, End of season oil changes are more to set up for winter storage I'm not sure why
would there be fuel dilution If you have fuel in the oil it's usually due to a failed fuel pump.
Joined Jul 22, Me
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ssages 1, When you say "best" oil for your engine, in my opinion would be the oil that the
manufacturer recommends as they have done all the studies to show what works best. However
that does not mean that other oils won't work and probably be fine Joined May 12, Messages
Just about every oil has been tried in marine 4-stroke engines sucessfully including all the
synthtics and non-syn multi-grades. Oil related engine failures are more frequently related to
either the oil not getting changed ever , water in the oil, or no oil at all leaked out or displaced
by water brand,type and viscosity aren't really much of a factor. Joined Jul 20, Messages 1, It
has been the death of many turbocharged subaru's It shears down to roughly the same as water
suprisingly quick. Both on the oil fill cap and in the manual. Say's it will void the warranty if this
oil is not used So do i go ahead a void the warranty Do you have any back up info on this? Just
asking! You must log in or register to reply here.

